Marcos Aull is a first year student from Cincinnati, OH majoring in Information Systems and Business Analytics. At first, Marcos did not realize how vital his relationship with his mentor Chandler would be. According to Marcos, Chandler was there for him through the tough times of walking onto the UC football team, maintaining academic excellence and self-discovery. As their relationship began to grow, Marcos quickly recognized that Chandler had experienced an enormous amount of success in the early stages of his collegiate career. He realized he had an amazing mentor that could empower him to thrive as a whole person. Marcos values their relationship and understands that it will continue to play a critical role throughout his collegiate career.

Chandler Rankin who is away on co-op at Southwest Airlines in Dallas, TX is a second year student from Columbus, OH majoring in economics and political science. Chandler strives to be a servant-leader and role model as the eldest of four children and considers an effective way to achieve this goal is through mentoring. Chandler has developed a profound relationship with mentee, Marcos Aull, and found their pairing to be mutually beneficial. He has challenged Marcos to:

- Hold high expectations
- Set and achieve academic goals
- Pursue and engage in opportunities in which he’s passionate; and
- Be prepared for professional interactions

Adhering to Chandler’s advice has afforded Marcos the opportunity to accept an internship with Paycor as a first year student for summer 2018.